COOKIE POLICY
Coating Tech may collect information about you and your use of the Site whenever you visit the
Site. For instance, we may collect various forms of information such as entry and exit points for
the Site (i.e., referring URLs or domain names), site traffic statistics, operating system and
browser type (collectively “Traffic Data”). Traffic Data is anonymous information that does not
personally identify you but is helpful for marketing purposes or for improving your experience
on the Site. In addition, when you request pages on the Site, our servers automatically log your
IP address. An IP address is a number that is automatically assigned to your computer or mobile
device whenever you are surfing the Web. When you sign up for an online course, the company
we use to offer the source uses a temporary cookie to record your current session information.
Like most website and applications, Coating Tech and our third party partners use cookies and
similar technologies to make our website and applications work, and to learn more about our
users and their likely interests as well as information relating to their visits and interactions with
a website or application. A cookie is a small text file placed on your computer’s hard drive by a
web server. Coating Tech may place one or more cookies or other similar technologies on your
computer. Depending on the cookie, the cookie may expire at the end of your browser session or
may stay (or “persist”) on your computer until the expiration date specified in the cookie.
Cookies cannot be used to run programs or deliver viruses to your computer. Cookies can only
be accessed or read by the Internet domain (generally a web site) that placed them. Coating Tech
uses cookies and similar technologies to customize your interaction with our Site, to assist you
with your session on our Site, and to help us maintain and improve our Site. Some Coating Tech
pages use cookies that permit select third party partners to serve you Coating Tech-related
content, including Coating Tech advertisements, on their Site or elsewhere on the Internet based
in part on your use of our Site. If you accept a cookie, you can delete it at any time (e.g., as soon
as you leave our Property) through your web browser. If you do not wish to receive cookies or
wish to manage when you accept cookies in general, you can set your browser to reject cookies
or to alert you when a cookie is placed on your computer. If you choose to decline cookies, you
may not be able to use certain features or functionality of our Site that depend on your web
browser accepting cookies. You can also use opt-out tools provided by third party partners, or
by the Digital Advertising Alliance (http://www.aboutads.info/choices), the EU Internet
advertising industry (http://www.youronlinechoices.eu), or similar entities. Where required,
Coating Tech obtains consent prior to using cookies.
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